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ith breathtaking Teton views and immediate proximity to one of Jackson Hole’s most luxurious golf
courses, you may think that this home’s location is its best attribute. But, don’t be mistaken. This
custom-built home, created by CK Design and With The Grain, features a stunning mix of thoughtfully
designed details that reflect the family’s distinctive lifestyle.
“Our goal was to build a very energy-efficient home,” says Kurt Mitchell, principal at With The Grain.
“We used triple-paned windows, SIP’s walls and wrapped the house in Rockwool Comfortboard® to achieve
a highly efficient air, vapor and thermal barrier. Inside, the six-bedroom, five-and-a-half-bathroom home
features LED lighting and a state-of-the-art mechanical system.”
Mitchell explains that the focus on detail in the home doesn’t stop there—With The Grain carefully
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ABOVE The kitchen of this
stunning 3 Creek home is
not only its social heart, but
also boasts some of the most
unique custom elements. A
refined balance of rustic and
contemporary, it is at once
sophisticated and welcoming.
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crafted all of the home’s cabinetry and millwork.
“One highlight of the home is the built-ins,” says Christy
Kohler of CK Design, who designed the estate’s interiors. “Many
of them are floor-to-ceiling, and each one is well designed for
function. Every detail was meticulously considered—down to the
exact location of glasses, mugs, ice, filters, everything.”
The kitchen—the thrumming heart of the home’s welcoming
flow—features blue-toned quartzite countertops and rust-colored
finishes, reflecting the colorscape of the peaks framed by the
windows.
“The marvel of the whole house is to walk through the front
door and see the Grand Teton framed by the 26-foot-high
ceilings. The view is incredible,” says Kohler in a nod to one of her
inspirations for the project.
Guided by the family’s love for spending time together and
entertaining guests, the home includes two master suites, a guest
wing with a private entrance and mudroom with storage, and a
unique bunk room that artfully features two queen and two twinsized beds.
A true Western oasis, this home offers an exquisite experience
at every turn. It is a luxurious sanctuary for the owners, whether
they’re returning from a local adventure to unwind, enjoying a
handcrafted cocktail on the spacious deck or sharing a family
meal to be remembered for years to come.
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From the grandest
views to the smallest
finishing touches,
every element was
thoughtfully crafted
to reflect the joy and
enthusiasm of the
owners—inspired by
the Western landscape.
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